


EDITORS NOTE

We need a New Model Parliament to
get things done – Mosley said the

geographic franchise is 100 years out of
date and should be scrapped. Instead of
voting for M.P.s on a local franchise he

advocated the occupational or
vocational franchise. Under this system

everyone who worked in healthcare
would choose from healthcare

candidates, teachers for teaching
candidates, transport workers for

transport candidates, retail workers for
retail candidates etc. In this way we

would create a parliament of experts –
elected by experts. 

Multiculturalism – Mosley believed that
multiculturalism is not a viable basis for

society – it robs people of all ethnic
backgrounds of their heritage causing a

culture clash and a lack of social
cohesion. Britain and Europe cannot
become welfare centres for all the

economic migrants of the world and the
open door policy must end. The most
valuable foreign aid we can give the

Third World is the incentivised voluntary
return of migrants to build prosperity in

their countries of origin using the
education and work skills they have

acquired whilst here. 
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A MESSAGE TO THE UK
GOVERNMENT

 I bought a bird feeder which I hung on
my back porch and filled it with seed.

What a beauty of a bird feeder it was, as
I filled it lovingly with seed. Within a
week I had hundreds of birds taking

advantage of the continuous flow of free
and easily accessible food. However, the
birds started building nests in the boards
of the patio, above the table, and next
to the barbecue. Then came the bird
droppings. It was everywhere, on the

patio tiles, the chairs, the table,
everywhere ! 

Then some of the birds turned mean.
They would dive bomb me and try to

peck me even though I had fed them out
of my own pocket. Then other birds

became more boisterous and loud they
sat on the feeder and squawked and
screamed at all hours of the day and

night as if they were demanding that I 

fill it when it got low on food. After a
while, I couldn't even sit on my own back
porch anymore. So, I took down the bird
feeder and within three days the birds
were gone. I cleaned up their mess and

took down the many nests they had built
all over the patio. Before I knew it, the
back yard was like it used to be, quiet
and serene and no one demanding their

rights to a free meal. This reminds me so
much of how things are in this country
right now ! The UK gives out free food,
subsidized housing, free medical care

and free education etc. Then the illegals
came by the tens of thousands. Suddenly

our taxes went up to pay for all these
free services, houses were now housing 5

families. You have to wait approx 6
hours to be seen by an emergency

department doctor; Your child's primary
grade class is behind other schools

because over half the class does not 
speak your language. Squawking and
screaming in the streets, demanding

more rights and free liberties. Just my
opinion, but maybe it's time for our
government to take down the bird

feeder. If you agree, pass it on; if not,
just continue cleaning up the mess.

Overcrowding breeds criminality.. fact 



FACTS AND LIES

Here are 10 facts about one of Britain’s
most divisive political figures in the 20th

century. .

1. He had a privileged upbringing

Born the oldest son of a baronet in
Mayfair, London, young Oswald’s

childhood was predominantly spent at
Apedale Hall before he was sent to finish

his studies at Winchester College.

In 1914, Mosley started at Sandhurst, but
was expelled 6 months later for his

behaviour towards another student. His
prospects were somewhat salvaged by
the outbreak of war in August of the
same year. He was commissioned into

the Queen’s Lancers and fought on
the Western Front.

An injury saw him discharged from
active service after the Battle of Loos
and Mosley spent the majority of the

war worked in desk jobs at the Foreign
Office and Ministry of Munitions.

2. He became one of Britain’s youngest
MPs

Aged just 21 and with little experience
or higher education, Mosley decided to

go into politics, running as the
Conservative candidate for Harrow in

the 1918 general election. He was
elected with little opposition and 

became the youngest member of the
House of Commons to take his seat.

Immense self-confidence and eloquence
quickly established him as a force to be

reckoned with in the Commons. He
opposed Conservative policy in Ireland
and successfully ran as an Independent

MP in 1922 and 1923.

3. He was notoriously unfaithful

Mosley married Lady Cynthia Curzon in
1920, a match which the more cynical

believed was to help Mosley’s
advancement within the Conservative

Party. Their marriage was a major social
event, with King George V and Queen

Mary in attendance.

Mosley’s attentions quickly wandered,
taking Cynthia’s two sisters Alexandra
and Irene, as well as her stepmother

Grace, Marchioness Curzon, as his
mistresses at various points. Cynthia
died from peritonitis in 1933 after

becoming gradually more politically
estranged from her fanatical husband.

4. He briefly served as Chancellor of
the Duchy of Lancaster

In 1924, Mosley switched alliances once
again, joining the Labour Party and
campaigning hard against Neville

Chamberlain in the seat of Birmingham
Ladywood, losing by only 77 votes. He
was eventually returned to parliament
by a by-election in 1926 as the MP for

Smethwick.

Following Labour’s win in 1929, Mosley
was appointed as the Chancellor of the

Duchy of Lancaster by Ramsay
MacDonald. His proposals to solve
unemployment, which included

nationalisation of main industries and
the implementation of a public works 



programme, were viewed as too radical.

Disillusioned by Labour, who he viewed
as too slow to adapt, Mosley founded his

own political party: the New Party.
Initially, it gained a good deal of support
from cross-spectrum figures, but as the
Depression took hold in 1931, it became
increasingly radical and authoritarian,
quickly losing the burgeoning support it

had.

5. He founded the British Union of
Fascists in 1932

Having visited Mussolini’s Italy, Mosley
returned convinced of the merits of

fascism and sure that it could advance
Britain’s economic prospects. The Daily
Mail and The Daily Mirror were some of
the organisation’s major supporters and
they claimed to have a membership base

of 50,000 supporters.

Mosley’s excellent oratory skills and
charisma quickly developed him a keen
following, and rallies he held often had
extremely high turnouts. However, his
bodyguards, also known as the Fascist

Defence Force (but best known as
Blackshirts) developed a reputation for
violence and brutality, damaging the

New Party’s reputation.

6. Violence escalated into the Battle of
Cable Street

Anti-Semitism was rife amongst Mosley’s
fascists, and he continued to spew anti-

Semitism at every opportunity. As
violence against Jewish communities
worsened in Nazi Germany, support

waned even further in Britain. Previous
supporters of the BUF chose to distance

themselves from Mosley.

In October 1936, Mosley and the BUF
marched through predominantly Jewish

areas of the East End. A petition to
prevent them marching gained 100,000

signatures, but the government’s
response was simply to provide a police

escort for the marchers.

Anti-fascists laid roadblocks and tried to
stop the march taking place, but to no

avail. Violence clashes between
marchers and protesters transformed the
event into a major clash which came to
be known as the Battle of Cable Street.

Concern over similar events occurring in
the future was so great the the

government published the Public Order
Act (1936) which prevented the wearing

of political uniforms and required
organisers of large demonstrations to

obtain police permission.

7. His second marriage had Adolf Hitler
as guest of honour

In 1936, Mosley married his former
mistress Diana Guinness (nee Mitford) in

secret at the Berlin home of Joseph
Goebbels, Hitler’s propaganda minister.

Hitler himself was present for the
ceremony and became a friend of the

couple.

Diana was just as committed to fascism
as her husband, if not more so, and the

pair were interned for most of the
duration of the Second World War, firstly
at Holloway Prison and later under house

arrest.

8. He remained unrepentant after the
Second World War

Many historians consider Mosley to be
one of the earliest champions of 



Holocaust denial. He claimed photos of
the camps were doctored, that ovens
were used to burn bodies from typhus

outbreaks rather than those murdered in
gas chambers and that Hitler knew

nothing about the Holocaust.

Mosley’s beliefs in fascism did not waver
following the war: he continued to
advocate for apartheid (this time in
Africa) and although he found some

supporters in Britain, he largely
relocated to Ireland as he found less

disruption there.

9. He tried to run as an MP again –
twice

Despite the post-war political climate,
Mosley ran again as an MP not once, but
twice, in 1959 for Kensington North and
in 1966 for Shoreditch and Finsbury, in
both cases receiving a minimal share of
the vote. His policies, which included

the prohibition of mixed race marriages
and the forced repatriation of Caribbean
immigrants, met with little enthusiasm

from his potential constituents. After his
second defeat, he retired to France to

write his autobiography, ‘My Life’.

10. He died in France in 1980

The Mosleys had long kept houses in
Ireland, England and Paris. After years of

ill-health, Mosley spent his final years
suffering from Parkinson’s disease. He
died at home in Orsay, just outside of

Paris in 1980.

Despite his reputation, the family
reported they received no abusive

messages, only words of condolence on
Mosley’s death.

TEN LIES

1. The people of East London rose up
and defeated Oswald Mosley at the

Battle of Cable Street.

The Battle of Cable Street wasn’t fought
between Blackshirts and the people of

East London. It was fought between the
police and communists imported from all
over Britain. Ten days after Cable Street
the Blackshirts marched to Limehouse in
East London where Mosley spoke to over

100,000 people amid scenes of
considerable enthusiasm.  In the local
elections 6 months later, nearly 25% of

the people of East London voted for
Oswald Mosley which was an astonishing

result considering that the vote was
restricted to house owners. In the 1930s
only heads of households had the right
to vote in local elections – the young,
the unemployed, and most women did

not get a vote.  

2. Oswald Mosley and his supporters
were anti-Semitic.

Oswald Mosley never criticised anybody
for what they were born. But he didn’t
believe that Jews were the only people

in the world immune from criticism.
Oswald Mosley criticised some Jews for

what they did, not all Jews for what
they were. That’s why Jews like John

Beckett (British Union Director of
Publications), Bill Leaper (Editor of the
Blackshirt) and Harold Soref (later Tory

M.P. for Ormskirk), and the Jewish boxer
Kid Lewis had no problem supporting

him. 

3.  Members of British Union attacked
Jews and Communists.

The British Union Regulations forbade
members to carry weapons or engage in 



unprovoked attacks on opponents,
regardless of their race or political

allegiance, on pain of instant dismissal.
These Regulations were always strictly
enforced. No such embargo appears to

have existed among British Union’s
Communist and Jewish opponents. For
example, both Claude Cockburn and

Jacob ‘Jack the Spot’ Comacho boast in
their memoirs about the weapons, which
included razors, axes, knives, and iron
bars, that some Jews / Communists 

used to assault men and women
members of British Union.

4. People who joined Oswald Mosley
were violent thugs.

Among the people who joined Mosley
were Henry Williamson, who wrote
‘Tarka the Otter’; Jorian Jenks, the
pioneer of organic farming; Spike
Milligan, the comedian; Donald

Marendaz, the racing driver; and Dennis
Lucan, DFM, the famous RAF Dambuster.

Members who served as speakers at
outdoor meetings or sold party

newspapers on street corners were often
subject to razor attack by Communists
following their party’s instruction to

“Clear the Blackshirts off the streets!”
Therefore active members had to

become proficient at self-defence or
face horrific injuries. Although they

never started fights they certainly knew
how to finish them. 

5. Oswald Mosley and his British Union
were pro-German ‘Fifth Columnists’.

Oswald Mosley was pro-British not pro-
German. He was against fighting a War
in which 60-million people died unless

Great Britain or its Commonwealth were
attacked. But when War was declared he

instructed all members in the Armed
Services to strictly obey their orders and
all other supporters to fight to the death
if invaded to drive the foreigners from
our shores. Nobody who was a member
of his party when War was declared was
ever charged or convicted of treason.

But many members who obeyed Mosley’s
call died fighting for their country.

6. Oswald Mosley and his supporters
hated Black people.

Oswald Mosley was against immigration,
not immigrants. He believed multi-

racism undermined cultural cohesion in
both communities and was driven by Big
Business wanting to exploit immigrants

as cheap labour. Mosley produced
constructive proposals to give everybody

a fair deal in their country of origin.
After the War he founded the ‘Associate

Movement’ for Black immigrants who
supported his ideas. It was run by an

African Airline Pilot and an Indian
Solicitor. 

7. Oswald Mosley was financed by the
Nazis.

After the War, Oswald Mosley challenged
the Labour Government to go through
the British Union account books and

bank transactions and find any evidence
of donations by foreign governments.
The Labour Government, which hated

Mosley, produced no such evidence that
he had been financed by Germany, Italy

or any other country. Subsequent
research by historians, journalists, and
academics have also failed to produce a
single piece of evidence to support the
claim that Oswald Mosley or his political
movement received finance from foreign
countries. The fact was – British Union 



was financed by donations from
thousands of patriotic British people who

believed their fellow countrymen and
women deserved better than long-term

unemployment, hunger and war. There is
however clear evidence that the British
Communist Party, the Labour Party, and
the Conservative Party have all in the
past received donations from overseas

sources.

8. Oswald Mosley’s Blackshirts
wouldn’t fight for Britain in World War

Two.

The first two casualties of WW2 were
RAF Gunners George Brocking and Ken
Day who died on the second day of war
attacking the German fleet. They were
both members of Mosley’s British Union.
The very first of the armada of ‘Little

Ships’ to arrive at Dunkirk in May 1940 to
rescue British troops from the beaches
was sailed over by Eric Piercy and Colin

Dick. They were both members of
Oswald Mosley’s British Union.

9. Oswald Mosley and British Union
were against trade unions.

Far from being against trade unions,
Mosley wanted trade unionists to

become majority stakeholders in the
companies that employed them. Under
the Corporate State that British Union

proposed, working people would share in
the ownership and running of the

companies they worked for. All profits
would be shared fairly between

workforce and managers – not among
absentee shareholders.  Instead of

starting strikes which solve nothing,
trade unionists would take responsibility
for ensuring companies were run more

efficiently and profitably. 

10. British Union members broke up
the meetings of political opponents.

Whilst many examples are recorded
where Mosley’s enemies tried to break
up his meetings to stop audiences from
hearing him speak, there are no known

reports in newspapers at the time
indicating that British Union members
retaliated by breaking up opponents’

meetings. All the famous political
disorders during the period that the

Blackshirts were active – Cable Street,
Olympia, Holbeck Moor and Liverpool

(where Mosley was knocked unconscious
by a brick) – involved attacks on Mosley
meetings and not attacks on Mosley’s

opponents meetings.

http://www.oswaldmosley.com/the-corporate-state/


 How do you conquer a
country that is far superior

to your country, both
economically and militarily?

Easy, take away the uniforms and the
weapons of your military, then send
them in waves to invade the target

country. Use the ever increasing "white
guilt" to make the world see the target
as evil and racist if that country seals

the border and doesn't let these military
turned migrants, into the target country.

As I write this, a caravan of "migrants" is
on the way to the American border. They

are so confident that nobody will stop
them, and anyone that makes the

suggestion is immediately branded a
racist, xenophobic bigot. Not by the

migrants alone, but by the entire liberal
leftists currently controlling America. At
this point, the number of illegal border
jumpers is somewhere between 20 and

30 MILLION people! Imagine if they wore
uniforms and carried guns, would

politicians have backed down from the
imminent invasion of armed uniformed
military personnel? Obviously not. But

take off the uniform and drop the guns,
and it's simple to just walk across the

border and get free stuff from the
American people. It starts with a smart
phone today. Then a plane ticket to any
city the invader chooses. Once there,
they can start stealing more benefits.

Free education for their kids, free health
care, free foodstamps, government
subsidized housing, the list goes on.
They are being given the privilege of
driving our streets, even though they

can't read the signs. They are given state
issued ID's, with almost no paperwork
proving identity. An American couldn't
get a license to drive with this level of
proof of identity. Especially if they are 

white and male. It's disgusting what
these people are stealing. They literally
take taxpayers money, then send it to
their relatives via remittances, so they

can come invade America too. And these
countries love that these people are

gone. It takes pressure of the
government to provide services for these
people, so let America take that burden.
They also send so much America money
back to their country, it is free money
inflating their shitty economy! It's also
great for corrupt officials that always

take their cut of free US dollars flowing
in.

Now this didn't go unnoticed by african
muslims. They realized that this same

model would work for europe as well. So
they began sending their troops, without

guns of course, to europe via shitty
boats. These boats garnered pity from
the leftist media, and when Italy and

Greece tried to halt these invaders, the
leftist media went straight to work.
Racists! Xenophobes! Anti-muslem

bigots! You accept these people, and
since they come with empty pockets,

you house them and provided food and
money! Nevermind that your own

indigenous citizens don't receive such
great treatment and care, and they
shouldn't, their evil white people!

This has spread across most of europe.
The more muslem an area becomes, the
worse it gets for the indigenous people!

Paris has more than its share of angry, do
nothing demand everything muslems,

turning the place into a shithole. There
are areas already having muslem rules,

women must be covered head to toe, no 



open alcohol either. Nevermind if your
white indigenous french living by the
laws of the french government, those

laws are secondary to the muslem sharia
laws. The media in these countries does

not report about this, because they
know it's mostly their fault.

The same crap is going on across europe,
and the more socialist the country is,
the worse the invasion is. I have seen

videos of where Wimbledon is held, and
it looks like a market in syria! It's

absolutely revolting to see!

These countries are playing the long
game as well. You will notice that these
are not true migrants, not even close. A
true migrant usually leaves oppression,
they hate where they come from and
desire to become American, or what

ever country they have fled too. They
want to learn the local language and

customs, and leave much of their own
country/customs behind.

These invaders are the exact opposite.
They love where they came from and fly
that flag with pride and defiance! They

don't care about our language or
customs, they bring theirs with them. So
if that means raising fighting clocks in

the backyard, don't complain you
RACIST, get ear plugs and shut up!

Again, the long game. It might take 100
years of this trickle invasion, but

eventually they will outnumber us. For
the first time in decades, the white race
no longer makes up more than half the

US population, and that number is
sinking fast.

Another huge difference between the
indigenous people and the invaders, are
kids. Most white people are having small

families, if they marry at all. But the
invaders are pumping out babies like 

Krispy Kreme pumps out donuts! When
everything is paid for and you don't have
to work, you have lots of time to pump
out kids. You don't even have to father
them, make the government do that for

you.

It's disgusting that we are allowing this
to happen. And it's disgusting that the
left only cares about power, and they
absolutely believe these invaders will

vote for their candidates. They have sold
their own country down the river, and
couldn't care less about the damage

being done.

In America, many states enacted motor-
voter laws. Anyone getting an ID card or

license is automatically registered to
vote, no questions asked. So illegals are

filling up the voter roles and vote for
whoever promises the most free stuff,

that's liberal democrats! Literally buying
votes with my money!

Now I pity europe, you guys gave away
the ability to fight back against invaders
and a rogue government, you will regret
that decision one day, possibly soon. In
America, we have the ability to resist a
rogue government and the invasion. The

liberal democrats are playing a very
dangerous game. If they go to far, and
the government begins working against

the American people, or the left decides
to take our guns to rule over us, they

will regret that decision very much. We
will fight back! I thank my lucky stars

everyday that our founders put so much
importance on freedom of speech, the
number one right all men have, and the

freedom to defend ourselves with a
firearm, the number two right

recognized by these great leaders! The
left is again talking about confiscation of

firearms, I say good luck with that. If
they really go that direction, invest in 



body bag manufacturers and funeral
homes, because they are going to be

very busy! Same goes for firearms and
ammunition manufacturers.

IS THE TRUTH ABOUT
CHURCHILL COMING OUT?

In the decades after World war Two, a
lot of official documents were still

classified and as long as Churchill was
alive, saying something bad about him

was simply “not done” as he was a hero.
As time went by, more and more

documents became available showing he
could be a real pain in the arse who

drove the people around hi to despair.

We also see Churchill was the driving
force behind a lot of bad decisions made

by the British during the War.
Pressing for the Special Operations

Executive to “set Europe ablaze” also
included the indiscriminate killing of 

innocent civilians and the brutal
execution of Germans and local

collaborators.
Churchill knew that the more brutal the

SOE agents worked, the more the
Germans would retaliate and the more
people start to hate them and support
he Resistance Movements. But this, for
example, meant deliberately provoking
the Germans into taking hostages and

killing them.
Churchill also advocated area bombing
to “break German morale”. In March

1944 he wanted to use biological attacks
against German cities to “kill at least 2

million civilians”. The service Chiefs
refused.

That biological warfare would spread to
the Occupied Territories was to him of

no consequence.
Furthermore Churchill was also obsessed

with retaining the British Empire and
could be quite inconsiderate to leaders
of the Dominions. Churchill hoped that
the War would increase the power of

Britain within the Empire.
As more documents emerge, it is clear
Churchill, while he was a great leader,

was by no means a Saint



It's funny how the mind works. Some
morning to write a comment is

impossible, others, as today, one could
write a book. Speaking personally, as I

try to do always. I am a Royalist and was
full of joy when I saw thousands of
people taking part in yesterdays
celebrations in honour of Queen

Elizabeth 2nd Reign. The pomp and
ceremony attached to anything to do

with the UK has a special, sincere place
in my heart, however, I didnt quite feel

the same way yesterday. I felt sad
because I for one know this country is
gradually but surely losing it's status,

importance and it's Heritage is becoming
unimportant.

Drunken so called football fans, booing
Prince William and the National Anthem.
Perhaps these people would be happier
living in a Republic country ie., China or
North Korea. Who are the enemy within

that are organising  this behaviour? 
what they are doing is tantamount to

High Treason.
My one wish is that the majority of the
people proudly waving the Union Flag

yesterday still support Brexit.
Unfortunately, whilst all the

celebrations, regarding the Queens
Jubilee, were taking place, the Country
was still being invaded by hoads of so

called migrants that  are  destroying our
way of life. A life that has been created

by the loss of British lives over the
centuries.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN

Who is Responsible

Prime Minister Boris Johnson and Home
Secretary Priti Patel make all the right
noises when it comes to law and order.
They say that violent protestors will be

prosecuted, but the police are
committed to a liberal agenda. They

stand and watch while criminals
equipped with ropes and tools bring

down statues and desecrate war
memorials.

High-ranking police officers dripping
with gold braid appear on our television
screens to congratulate themselves. Far
from apologising to the public for their
ineptitude, they praise those officers

who 'took the knee'; a political gesture
that should not be allowed in a

supposedly non-political police force. 

It is not my intention to criticise the
police. They do a difficult job and we
are all grateful to them. But they do

themselves no favours by running away
from rampaging hooligans, ignoring
organised gangs of child abusers, or

allowing the open sale and use of drugs.
These are political decisions made by

senior officers, but who exactly is
responsible?

Laws are made by Parliament. It's the
duty of the police to enforce laws not to

ignore them at their convenience. It
might be politically expedient to turn a
blind eye to lawbreaking but that is not
what we pay them for. If we are to be

governed by the police we might as well
abolish Parliament.



SCIENCE FICTION OR FACT

Science fiction has an incredible ability
to cover any type of story. But primarily
it allows people living in a dystopia to
gasp in horror at another dystopia they

don’t live in whilst eating popcorn. 

It really is somewhat bizarre that we live
in a world that simultaneously has The
Terminator franchise and amusing real
life stories about the Google engineer
who claims that the company AI has

already achieved sentience. The
existence of the first doesn’t serve as a
warning, nor does every horrific tale of

scientific hubris gone wrong. All of these
fictional warnings instead install the

most ghastly imaginable complacency, in
which ANY warning about ANY scientific

development is also considered
fictional. 

Comedy thrives on incongruity,
especially absurdist comedy. One of my
favourite ever Monty Python sketches is
one they included in a pilot for German

television. It featured a mock
documentary style narration about
‘Mouse Boys’, who were cowboys in
everything except the fact that the
animals they wrangled, drove and

branded were mice. I think it’s this kind
of incongruity that explains why real life

developments that would terrify us in
fiction are greeted as amusing little
footnotes when they occur in reality.

The Google engineer is a ‘mouse boy’.
We just can’t square the seriousness of
his claim with the experience we have,
and are therefore prompted to laugh. 

After all, we have only seen deadly AI
directed killing machines in fiction. It’s

funny that anyone takes that threat 

seriously. Why, we sat through the whole
thing in a cinema and had a lovely time. 

Perhaps some of this effect, the way
science fiction has acted as a boy crying

wolf to the point where we are
conditioned to greet real concerns as
laughable, explains the astonishingly
complacent way in which the western
world accepted a novel, experimental
medical treatment that hadn’t been

properly tested. 

This is also the world in which we, or at
least seemingly a majority of us, laugh

at people telling us how many food
processing plants have been set on fire

in the US. It is the world in which we are
quite astonishingly accepting of moves
our leaders make towards World War
Three. It is the world in which the

presence of nearly 50 biolabs capable of
weaponising a virus in a corrupt nation

like Ukraine is considered perfectly
normal and indeed the status quo that

we should militarily defend. 

It’s even the world in which Bill Gates
can fund research into blocking out the
sun and people critical of Bill Gates are

the ones who are laughed at. 

If SkyNet comes, be sure to know that
the real John Connor will be laughed at.

TONY BLAIR

"Never forget....this veritable cretin was
simply a third-rate lawyer with little or
no experience in prosecuting or winning

ANY legal cases or arguments in his
'miniature' career.



He was regularly referred to as a 'little
girlie' in the chambers in which he

'worked'.
He, together with Brown and the

effeminate ponce Mandelson decided
between themselves to form 'New
Labour' which in fact had little or

nothing to do with the Labour Party of
old. They single-handedly threw out one

of the VITAL and MAIN aims of the
Labour Party which focussed on re-

Nationalisation of all essential industries
and thus all Labour voters, so-called, fell

for this political 'three-card-
trick.....lock-stock-and-barrel.

Thus was born the greatest con in British
politics.......it was no longer a

Socialist/Labour Party, but a concoction
formulated by the Machiavellian

schemer 'Meddlesome', as a consequence
these three hijacked the votes of

millions of working Labour
people.....which ended up with further

lying and scheming,resulting in the
deaths of our brave soldiers.......but in

the process saving the life of Blair's
'little darling boy', now a multi-

millionaire, but the destruction of ANY
hope for peace in the Middle East for

another hundred years.
Now this cretin is trying desperately to

enter main-line politics simply as a
vanity project as a way to spend some of

his ill-gotten fortune and further his
arrogant aims.

DISCARD THIS CRETIN at ALL costs.
He is a political nobody and should

shuffle his way off-Stage to the ignominy
he has earned FOR A LIFE OF CAPITAL
CRIMES against our soldiers and our

blessed country. BE OFF WITH
YOU....CRETIN".

New British Union office
needs your help

As members will know, the New British
Union has been under constant attack

since first forming in 2012. Our
opponents will not stop. Nor must we.

To date they have succeeded in getting
the party’s PayPal account closed, the

new donorbox account, Facebook page,
YouTube channel all shutdown, and

banks presently refuse to do business
with us. This has interfered with the
running of the New British Union; and
especially interfered with the office

rental itself.
However, and despite this, on a day-to-
day basis the office continues to remain

a great success. It has allowed us to
increase New British Union membership

and literature. The office has also
allowed the New British Union to store
and secure far more valuable resources

and property: such as computers,
printers, banners, flags and posters.

To this end then the New British Union
would ask its members and supporters to

consider setting up a monthly debit of
£10.00.

Sort code 09-01-29
Account number 26438566

This to secure the rent for the office so
that, together, we might carry on the

struggle and fight.

Or you can donate direct here;

https://newbritishunion.co.uk/Welcome
/news.html
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